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ABSTRACT
Independent game developers and student game developers do not
typically have access to Games User Research (GUR) tools. Research
was done into best practices in the field of tool development for
GUR. A list of best practices was identified and applied to the
design of a GUR data collection and heat map visualization tool. The
tool, Prometheus, was integrated into three UE4 student games and
iterated based on feedback. The list of best practices is applicable to
future GUR tool development and identified further iteration best
practice considerations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Relevant Background on Games User

Research Tools
The field of Games User Research (GUR) is focused on helping game
developers improve the player experience in their games by creat-
ing and using analytical methods and tools [8]. Extracting data to
understand user tests is beneficial to developers because they gain
empirical evidence that informs design decisions instead of rely-
ing solely on human observation [6]. Game developers can apply
GUR to add, modify, or remove features measured against baseline
analytic data and assess compared to new user test results [6].

Many methods and tools exist to aid GUR that are successful
to various degrees. One recurring challenge in GUR is how to get
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analytics tools into the hands of smaller development studios. An-
other is the complexity of integration of these tools into existing
projects [6]. Additionally, it can be difficult to select the right fea-
tures to track. Once the feature is selected, it is important to find
the right tool that collects appropriate data. The tool can be heuris-
tics, machine learning algorithms, a more traditional user testing
session, or one of many other GUR tools.

The purpose of this paper is to identify industry best practices
in the field of GUR for the following: developing an analytics tool
during the production cycle of a computer game, collecting and
displaying locations and frequency of gameplay events, and visu-
alizing this information. These best practices were applied to the
design and development of a telemetry tool, Prometheus, for three
computer game development teams new to the production of games.
The process was documented and evaluated to create lessons to be
applied to future GUR tool development.

1.2 Identifying Best Practices
1.2.1 Tools should be simple and specific. Tool development is

a subset of GUR. Game developers Santhosh and Vaden worked
on telemetry tools and methods at Sony Computer Entertainment
America (SCEA) [9]. Telemetry at SCEA took the form of a C++ li-
brary that would connect a game to SCEA’s data collection servers [9].
The tool gave developers a range of data collection utilities and
methods for visualizing different types of data [9]. While using
the tool, Santhosh and Vaden observed some best practices in the
field of tool development [9]. One best practice was that developers
prefer tools that are simple instead of flexible for ease of under-
standing [9]. Developers wanted their tool to be specific to the task
they were trying to complete and would prefer several tools that
each do a specific job instead of a multi-use tool.

1.2.2 Heat maps are an effective and efficient method of commu-
nicating positional and frequency data. Research into visualization
methods for gameplay events identified heat maps as a promi-
nent tool for displaying positional and frequency data. Researchers,
Drachen et al., used heat maps to identify playstyle differences in
users of different skill sets based on spatial information collected
from the players in the gameDefense of the Ancients 2 [7]. Using heat
maps, they found that high-skill players spent more time closer to-
gether on average than low-skill players [7]. The heat maps allowed
player data to be communicated quickly [6, 7].

In addition, Alessandro Canossa and his research team used heat
maps to track players through a level of the game Kane and Lynch 2:
Dog Days in pursuit of a prediction model for player frustration [2].
The researchers observed changes in playstyles over the course of
several player deaths by comparing heat maps from subsequent
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playthroughs [2]. Combining the playthrough data with survey
data on player mood, the authors were confident they would be
able to generate a prediction model with further research [2]. Heat
maps have provent to be versatile in their ability to display differ-
ent data types and provide qualitative data through display of the
environment surrounding the gameplay event [11]. Positional data,
shown through heatmaps, can be used to answer multiple types of
research questions.

1.2.3 Quantitative data need qualitative data for context. Un-
derstanding how many events of a certain type occurred can be a
helpful metric in certain instances but giving those data context
in relation to the level in which they occurred provides relevancy.
Santhosh and Vaden from SCEA, along with Schuh et al. from Mi-
crosoft Game Studios (MGS), stressed the importance of combining
quantitative data with qualitative data [9, 10]. Heat maps are able
to provide a qualitative layer by allowing users to view positional
event information in the area where the event transpired [6].

The team at MGS developed a tool, Tracking Real-Time User
Experience (TRUE), that followed a similar structure to that of the
SCEA tool. TRUE included both gameplay capture and a live record-
ing of the user to add game event specifics to their quantitative
data [10]. The footage allowed developers to solve problems during
development of successful MGS games likeHalo 2 [10]. Quantitative
numerical data without context limits understanding, but adding
qualitative data makes it actionable to developers [9].

1.2.4 Focus on speed of use and implementation. Santhosh and
Vaden from SCEA observed that developers preferred tools that
were fast to integrate and provide fast access to data [9]. Due to
the rapid nature of game development, users needed to install the
tool, use it to collect and analyze data, and get back to developing
games as quickly as possible [9]. In conjunction with best practice
1.2.1, simple tools are easier to learn than complex and flexible
ones [9]. The developers at SCEA found similar results and stressed
that ease of use and speed of implementation are paramount in the
gaming industry due to tight schedules and budgets [9, 10]. Both
tools were used in many projects and streamlined the integration
process [9, 10]. Less time spent integrating and using a tool results
in more time focused on the game itself.

1.2.5 Integrate early and iterate often. Santhosh and Vaden also
identified another process for tool development is to get something
integrated as quickly as possible. This process allowed developers to
iterate on both the tool and their usage pipelines early [9]. Iteration
allows the tool to grow into the specific need of the development
team continuously as the project changes and evolves.

1.2.6 Data collected is targeted and actionable. The research of
Drachen et al. identified the overabundance of data that comes
with collecting telemetry information on all game actions [5]. As a
counter, the authors suggested that developers adopt a hypothesis-
driven approach to GUR [5]. By proving or disproving a hypothesis,
developers can clearly identify what data they need to collect. This
reduces the overall amount of data collected, which speeds up the
analytics process [5].

2 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
2.1 Industry Best Practices and Initial Design
The first industry standard was to develop a tool that was simple
and focused [9, 10]. In their article ”Intro to User Analytics,” re-
searchers Anders Drachen, Alessandro Canossa, and Magy Seif
El-Nasr suggested that GUR attempts to answer the following ques-
tions: what actions are happening, where are they happening, who
is performing the actions, and when are they performing them [5].
As noted by Drachen et al., it is important to answer a specific ques-
tion when collecting data [5]. Prometheus was designed to answer
the question of where an event is happening to maintain simplicity.
Positional data addresses that question, so the decision was made
to design a tool that collected event locations, stored them, and
wrote them to file.

In addition to collection, the data needed to be displayed so de-
velopers could easily parse them [6]. The second industry standard
was to use heat maps for quick and easy communication. Research
demonstrated that heat maps are one of the best methods for com-
munication of positional information [2, 7, 11]. To function, the
heat map visualization package of Prometheus needed to be able to
read data files, loop through the data, and display the information
as an overlay.

The third industry standard was combining qualitative and quan-
titative data [9, 11]. Collecting the locations of gameplay events
gives users quantitative data. Displaying a visual heat map over a
view of the live game level provided that qualitative context. To
give further depth, Prometheus was designed with a mobile camera
so that developers could pan and zoom in real-time by moving a
camera to places of interest utilizing the heat map overlay.

The fourth industry standard was to keep the tool’s implemen-
tation fast [9, 10]. Prometheus consists of two major elements: the
heat map visualization package and the data collection package,
consisting of a blueprint function library (BFL). The heat map visu-
alizer was created as an Unreal Engine 4 (UE4) camera blueprint. By
keeping all blueprint code contained on the camera with the inter-
face attached, the tool focused on drag-and-drop simplicity. Users
performed three steps to integrate the camera. First, they dragged
the Prometheus camera into the scene. Second, they dragged in a
blank post-processing volume (PPV). Finally, they used a dropdown
on each object to connect the camera and the PPV. The BFL was
a set of custom blueprint nodes that were equally focused on the
drag-and-drop mentality. Developers simply had to right-click and
type the name of the node to get access to the data collection. The
heat map visualizer took approximately a minute to integrate and
the BFL nodes took about an hour to place throughout a blueprint
base.

The fifth industry standard was to get a tool working quickly
and iterate on it [9, 10]. The design of Prometheus included plans to
produce a functional tool as soon as possible during development
and iterate over the next eight weeks. The initial design included
only the most basic necessary features, so it could be completed
in a month. The process of iteration involved developer feedback
using three game development teams over three feedback sessions
to improve the tool and inform further design decisions.

The sixth industry standard was to collect data that was tar-
geted and actionable [5, 9]. This industry standard affects how the
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Figure 1: Initial Prometheus implementation on Lost in the Dark.

tool should be used. Prometheus was designed during the meet-
ings to narrow and target hypotheses and user research questions
in order to specifically collect this information. This process was
represented in the development methodology by establishing plan-
ning meetings with each team separately, identifying the areas that
feedback was needed for each game, narrowing the topics to a few
research hypotheses per game and then iterate the tool to target
those specific problems each time.

2.2 Prometheus Initial Development
The two elements of Prometheus, the data collection package and
the heat map visualization package, were programmed in both tra-
ditional C++ and in the visual scripting interface for UE4 called
blueprints. Blueprints use visual nodes that represent code to allow
non-programmers to understand the scripts. Blueprint nodes can
be written in C++ and accessed in the Blueprint editor by their
collection in a blueprint function library (BFL). The data collec-
tion and visualization run independently from each other but pass
information back and forth.

The data collection package of Prometheus collected and stored
events and printed them to a file. A BFL was selected so developers
could access the custom blueprint nodes in their game blueprints.
They could then decide where the nodes should go to collect the
appropriate gameplay events. Game instances are used to store data
between levels in UE4, so a custom game instance blueprint became
the method of storage for the event data during the collection
process.

Figure 2: Architecture design image from Prometheus.

The heat map visualization package read the files from the col-
lection package, looped through the data, and displayed that infor-
mation as a heat map overlay. UE4 gives access to the rendering
pipeline through post-processing volumes. Using a custom heat
map material, a custom blueprint camera, and a post-processing
volume, Prometheus displayed the heat map using the information
from the data files. The blueprint code was contained on the blue-
print camera and used the blueprint user interface. To open the
tool, developers pressed F10 to pull up the heat map interface. Text
instructions for usage were available on the user interface. The
objective was to get users to data in less than five button presses.
Lastly, the blueprint camera was movable using keyboard input,
which added an extra element of mobility.
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2.3 Prometheus Continued Development
Process

Following industry best practice 1.2.5, a base version of Prometheus
was created as quickly as possible over the course of a month. Plans
were laid out to integrate it into three different games and receive
feedback from their developers in order to iterate on the tool [9].
The three games, Lost in the Dark (LITD), Up in the Air (UITA),
and Re:Bound (RB), were student projects from game development
teams at SMU Guildhall. The researcher planned to meet with three
to five designers from each team to narrow down a specific set of
research goals. After the goals were selected, the researcher trained
a developer from the game’s team to integrate Prometheus into the
project.

The integration process included several steps. First, developers
moved the tool’s assets into their project folder structure. Second,
the team integrated the collection nodes from the BFL into the
necessary blueprints by placing nodes that executed along with
gameplay actions identified in the research goals. Third, the current
game instance in the project was reparented to Prometheus’s custom
game instance so data could be stored between levels. Finally, a
Prometheus camera and a post-processing volume were added to
the level where developers planned to view the data.

A user research session was held with a varying number of user
testers for each game. At the end of the user research sessions the
data files were combined into a single file for ease of consump-
tion. Prometheus reads one text file at a time, so the consolidated
file allowed developers to view the data from each playthrough
concurrently. The developers then used the heat map visualization
package to evaluate the positional and frequency information from
the collected gameplay events.

In order to provide feedback, the developers then completed a
tool survey on Prometheus. This feedback was developed by the re-
searcher into an action plan for the next iteration. Both Prometheus
and the survey were modified each time.

2.4 LITD GUR Methodology
2.4.1 LITD Research Goal Meeting. While working with a team

on development of a computer game, Lost in the Dark, the baseline
version of Prometheus was developed. It included a data collection
BFL that wrote data to a file, and a Blueprint camera that read
and displayed the data from the file. With the tool functioning for
deployment, the researcher met with five designers from the LITD
team. They identified several areas of the project to target with
testing. The questions they had about their game were:

• Are players trying to pick up non-interactive items?
• Is the main enemy chasing the player out of his designed
area?

• Are players over-using ghost mode to escape danger?
• Are players dying in places they should not due to poor
conveyance?

The researchers identified features, or gameplay events, that
would answer these questions. During this process the researchers
reformulated the questions into ”where” questions that asked where
the player was performing an event in the game. The questions
held the following form:

• Where is <Gameplay Event> taking place?
The purpose of this exercise was to provide the developer in

charge of implementing the collection nodes with a list of questions
containing specific gameplay events. By phrasing the questions this
way, the developer was informed of the exact gameplay event they
needed to track. After navigating to the place where the gameplay
event was executed, the developer just needed to use the collection
node to collect the relevant positional information. Questions that
could not be rewritten as a ”where” question targeting a gameplay
event were discarded because they could not be answered with
positional information. After further discussion with the designers
about more specific actionable questions the researcher decided
upon the following list to drive integration of Prometheus:

• Where are the players trying to interact with objects?
• Where are the players kiting the enemy?
• Where is the player moving in ghost-mode?
• Where is the player dying?

This list was utilized to inform blueprint node placement to
collect relevant data. Other design questions were raised but were
outside the scope of this research and were not included.

2.4.2 LITD Prometheus Tool Integration. With the more specific
questions identified, a developer from the team placed Prometheus’s
BFL nodes in the game’s blueprints in places informed by the list
of questions provided by the design team. The nodes collected
positional information whenever the specified gameplay event was
triggered. The developer’s integration time was approximately sixty
minutes to place nodes in the correct places and test.

2.4.3 LITD User Research Session. For the LITD user research
session, the researcher processed 21 playtesters. Each played the
game for roughly thirty minutes. This session was focused on the
tutorial level but included the main area of the game. The researcher
was present but did not participate as a user research observer.

2.5 UITA GUR Methodology
2.5.1 UITA Research Goal Meeting. For the second user research

session, the researcher met with three designers from the develop-
ment. The purpose of the meeting was to identify design questions
the developers had for UITA. In the meeting the researchers identi-
fied the following three questions:

• Are players visiting all the points of interest we want them
to?

• Are players completing all the minigames, or are they skip-
ping certain ones?

• Are players using the powerups in a variety of situations?
The researcher and the team discussed what data needed to be

collected to address these questions. The questions were once again
refined for node-placement clarity:

• Where is the player moving in our open world?
• Where are players completing minigames?
• Where are players using their powerups?

2.5.2 UITA Prometheus Tool Integration. A game developer from
UITA was responsible for integrating Prometheus into their project
and setting up both the data collection and heat map visualization
packages by following a provided list of installation and usage
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instructions. Integration of the tool took two and a half hours and
placing the nodes took half an hour.

2.5.3 UITA User Research Session. The UITA user research ses-
sion included 8 playtesters. Each played UITA for around thirty
minutes. Their playtests were focused on the large open world
but included the tutorial. The researcher was present but did not
participate as an observer.

2.6 RB GUR Methodology
2.6.1 RB Research Goal Meeting. For the third user research

session, the researcher met with three designers from the develop-
ment team. They collected a series of design questions to attempt
to answer with user research. The following were their questions:

• Is the player using their shield in areas where there are no
interactive objects?

• Are players targeting things that are un-interactive?
• Are players dying in our game because it is too hard or vice
versa?

• Are players fighting the enemies at all?
After further discussion these questions were reformulated to

reflect the following:
• Where is the player when the shield is thrown?
• Where is the player targeting their shield?
• Where are players dying?
• Where are enemies dying?

2.6.2 RB Prometheus Tool Integration. Integration took place
with a developer from RB. They were responsible for following a set
of instructions to install and implement Prometheus in their game.
Their integration of the plugin took ten minutes, and implementa-
tion of the nodes throughout the blueprints took about 45 minutes
to complete.

2.6.3 RB User Research Session. The user research session for
RB consisted of 11 playtesters who played for close to thirty minutes
each. This playtest included the entire game. For this session the
build was packaged and sent to the play-testers with instructions
for submitting their telemetry files. The researcher was not present.
This process went smoothly, and all the data files were received.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 LITD Results and Discussion

3.1.1 LITD Tool Survey Feedback. Prometheus was initially built
during the development of LITD project and was implemented by
a LITD game developer in about sixty minutes with testing. Five
selected LITD game developers completed a survey of qualitative
questions evaluating the design of Prometheus. Their consolidated
recommendations for improvements are listed below:

• Needs better UI for loading data files
• Use WASD keys instead of arrows for camera control
• Need written instructions for using Prometheus
• Fix bug with framerate lag due to large datasets

These feedback points informed the next iteration and were
the basis of improvements made for the second round. The LITD

game developers were able to make specific design changes due to
information learned from the tool. Selected results are below.

3.1.2 LITD Research Question: Are players trying to pick up non-
interactive items? By using Prometheus, the developers on LITD
learned players were trying to interact with many non-interactive
objects at the start of the tutorial level. As the game progressed, play-
ers interacted predominantly with the few interactable objects as
they learned the in-game rules. The designers were able to improve
conveyance by adding a flashing material to interactive objects to
draw player attention, and an on-screen tooltip prompting a key
press from the player to reinforce those objects.

3.1.3 LITD ResearchQuestion: Are players over-using ghost mode
to escape danger? It became apparent that players were using ghost
mode, which removed them from danger, to traverse large parts of
the environment. By removing themselves from danger, much of the
intended fear of the game was not being conveyed. The developers
added a heads-up display (HUD) element to communicate how
much time was remaining in ghost mode, and significantly reduced
the amount of time the player was able to remain in that state.

3.1.4 LITD Research Question: Is the main enemy chasing the
player out of his designed area? Analyzing the playtest data revealed
that the main enemy was constrained to areas the developers had
intended. The enemy escaping his confines was still possible but
did not happen in any of the playtests. No changes were made since
the problem was not prevalent.

3.1.5 LITD ResearchQuestion: Are players dying in places they
should not due to poor conveyance? The main character of LITD,
Caroline, was scripted to get close to death at the beginning of
the tutorial to teach the player the consequences of over-using the
ghost mode. Some players were dying in the specific area designated
for that purpose, but there were a lot of deaths in other spots
throughout the game where the player was not in any danger.
These deaths corresponded to people over-using Caroline’s ghost
mode. The overuse of ghost mode was speculated to be due to a
lack of conveyance as Caroline’s player character faded until she
disappeared while she was in ghost mode. To combat this problem,
the developers added sound cues, a HUD displaying remaining time
in ghost mode, and a full-screen overlay to better convey to the
player that death was coming.

3.1.6 Prometheus First Iteration. Changesweremade to Prometheus
to reflect the feedback received from the LITD developers. First,
the user interface was improved to allow developers to select an
available file using a drop-down instead of typing in the name of
the file explicitly. Second, input handling was re-worked to allow
developers to use WASD on the keyboard instead of the arrow keys
to control the heat map camera movement. Third, additional in-
structions were included in text on the HUD to give developers a
better understanding of how to use Prometheus. Fourth, instead of
looping through events and rendering the heat map from scratch
every frame, the researcher upgraded the display to render a heat
map twice the size of the camera view and sample from it based on
camera position. This process was repeated whenever the camera
moved outside of the rendered area. This solution made it easier
for users to move the camera around within a certain area without
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Figure 3: Image of Prometheus after first iterative pass, integrated into Up in the Air.

having to go through the CPU intensive process of re-drawing the
heat map material.

Additional feedback from a game industry professional prompted
the researcher to publicize more variables. Camera width and speed
were added to the UI, as well as the ability to control the thresholds
where the heat map transitioned between colors. These changes
gave developers the flexibility to control how the data was shown
on the screen.

In conjunction with these changes, the researcher rewrote much
of the heatmap display process to make the color transition at hard
lines instead of simply lerping between red and green based on
event density. The previous rendering option, the lerping method,
was left available as ”pretty mode” on the user interface. Addition-
ally, the format of the output files was changed to JSON to take
advantage of JSON’s widespread use and compatibility.

Lastly, the researcher observed that the tool survey was able to
collect feedback but did not correspond to the best practices. The
survey was moved online to Google Forms and the questions were
aligned to best practices 1.2.1, 1.2.2, 1.2.3, and 1.2.6 [2, 5–7, 9–11].
The addition of 7-point Likert scale ratings to reformulated open-
ended questions evaluated ease of use, ability to visualize positional
data, combining qualitative and quantitative data, and targeting
specific research questions.

3.2 UITA Results and Discussion
3.2.1 UITA Prometheus Implementation Results. A limitation of

UE4 is that it does not easily support the moving of assets from one
project to another. It can be done by having both projects on the

same computer and using the engine’s migration functionality to
move assets between projects. For distribution purposes, the initial
design of Prometheus called for the tool to be zipped into a folder.
Prometheus and UE4’s designswere at conflict with one another. The
integrationmethod called for the code assets to bemoved differently
than the in-game assets. The code needed to be moved to the file
structure of the new project and compiled. Many compilation errors
arose and took up most of the integration time. The assets were
moved to the new project through the traditional UE4 migration
method. That method was slow due to the requirement of having
both projects installed on the same computer, and UE4 projects can
be large. It took the game developer and the researcher debugging
and solving issues for roughly three hours to get the tool integrated,
nodes placed, and the application tested.

Table 1: Quantitative survey feedback from users on UITA

Quantitative Survey Results Up in the Air

Simple to use 5.3 / 7
Heat maps as communication tool 5.3 / 7
Combining quant. and qual. data 5.3 / 7

Answering targeted research questions 6.3 / 7

3.2.2 UITA Tool Survey Feedback. The major feedback from
the developers on UITA was broken up into two areas: qualitative
feedback about how to improve Prometheus’s ease of use and speed
of integration, and a quantitative evaluation against the industry
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Figure 4: Image of Prometheus after second iterative pass, integrated into Re:Bound.

best practices. Their quantitative feedback can be found in Table 1
and the qualitative feedback for improvements is below:

• Needs ”reset to default” button
• Needs opaque background for white text
• Add mouse over text explaining data entry fields
• Clamp numeric fields to some number of significant digits
• Needs visual aid explaining controls
• Add ability to change colors
• Hide game’s UI so heatmap does not overlapwith Prometheus
UI

• Correlate colors directly to number of events
This information was the foundation for the next round of it-

eration. The UITA game developers made changes based on their
discoveries with Prometheus. Their findings and changes are below.

3.2.3 UITA Research Question: Are players visiting all the points
of interest we want them to? Prometheus’s heat map visualization
package showed players were not visiting certain areas, like the
western area and the castle area, for very long. The development
team included more of the popular minigames, such as hopscotch,
to draw users. This approach was also utilized for hero pieces and
places of interest.

3.2.4 UITA Research Question: Are players completing all the
minigames, or are they skipping certain ones? The development
team was unable to get enough information to answer this ques-
tion. When a minigame is finished it spawns a ticket at a prede-
termined position. The team collected this position when a game
was completed. The result was a visualization of where players are

completing minigames, but there was not enough information to
accurately answer the research question. After discussion, the team
agreed that this research question was not a good ”where” question,
and therefore was not a good fit for Prometheus. No changes were
made.

3.2.5 UITA ResearchQuestion: Are players using the powerups
where they are useful? Data was collected that showed players using
multiple different types of powerups across the entire map. The
development team interpreted the data to mean different players
were using powerups in multiple ways to solve puzzles. This was
the intended result, and no changes were made.

3.2.6 Prometheus Second Iteration. Themajor focus of this round
of iteration was the difficulties in moving Prometheus to another
project. Moving ”uasset” files from project to project through tra-
ditional methods was not effective at achieving the design goal
of being quick to implement. To solve this problem, the tool was
ported to a plugin to make transfer between projects easier. UE4
officially does not support content plugins, or plugins that move
”uasset” files between projects, but the functionality exists [1]. Un-
real plugins allowed the C++ code and the blueprint assets to be
packaged together in one location and copied and pasted into other
projects.

In addition, tool changes addressed most of the feedback from
the UITA developers. Data entry fields were locked to some number
of significant digits. Mouse-over text was added to explain the
functionality of each field. An opaque background was added to
ensure, and a visual aid explaining the controls was created. Finally,
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Figure 5: Image of Prometheus after third iterative pass, integrated into Lost in the Dark.

a ”reset to defaults” button was developed that resets all the fields
to their recommended starting numbers.

There were three parts of feedback not addressed in this iteration.
First, the issues of correlating colors directly to the number of events
is a more difficult problem to tackle due to the way the heat map
post-processing material is generated and was tabled at the time of
this iteration. Second, the ability to change the colors of the heat
map was tabled for similar reasons. Third, hiding another game’s UI
can be different for every game, and therefore was not considered
useful for future development.

Table 2: Quantitative survey feedback from users on RB

Quantitative Survey Results Re:Bound

Simple to use 5.3 / 7
Heat maps as communication tool 5 / 7
Combining quant. and qual. data 3.3 / 7

Answering targeted research questions 6.3 / 7

3.3 RB Results and Discussion
3.3.1 RB Prometheus Implementation Results. Integration went

smoothly because the RB developer used a robust set of instructions
for installation. There were a few game specific steps, such as
modifying the project’s build script to include the plugin, that were
noted and addressed. Overall, the process took just under an hour.

3.3.2 RB Developer Feedback. The RB team filled out the same
survey as the UITA team. The quantitative data can be found in
Table 2 and the qualitative feedback on the tool is below:

• Add hotkey to change between data types
• Add UI elements displaying:
– Camera Height
– Current data type
– Total number of events being displayed

• Movement sensitivity as a percentage instead of constant
• Save input data after close
• Color threshold numbers unclear
• Bug - Clearing render target
• Bug - Camera keeps moving

From analyzing the data using Prometheus’s heatmap tool, the
developers were able to identify potential design modifications.
However, RB was close to completion at the time this research was
conducted and were unable to make significant changes. Regard-
less, the researcher facilitated a discussion about potential future
changes with the members of the development team.

3.3.3 RB Research Question: Are players using their shield in
areas where there are no interactive objects? The developers had
difficulties evaluating this question. It was apparent where players
were throwing their shields, but they mentioned it would have
been nice if they could flag interactable objects in the space. During
observation if they were unfamiliar with the exact placement of
interactive objects they were unable to answer the question.
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3.3.4 RB ResearchQuestion: Are players targeting things that are
un-interactive? This question suffered from the same problems as
above. The tool was not designed to display data in a different way,
so this problem may have been better answered with a different
type of tool. There were also difficulties using level streaming, a
method UE4 uses to load only specific parts of the map at a single
time, discussed in 3.3.7, that made answering this question difficult.

3.3.5 RB ResearchQuestion: Are players dying in our game be-
cause it is too hard or vice versa? What stood out most to the devel-
opers was that not a single playtester died during their playthrough.
They had recently added a health upgrade to the game, and this
indicated that the upgrade may be too powerful. It also suggested
that the later areas of the game may be too easy. The development
team would have continued to experiment with changes to the
power level of the health upgrade with more development time.

3.3.6 RB Research Question: Are players fighting the enemies
at all? Prometheus revealed that players were indeed fighting the
enemies throughout the game. The development team was worried
that players would simply run past the enemies but that did not
appear to be true. No changes were made from these findings.

3.3.7 RB Additional Observation. There were significant prob-
lems that the RB team discovered when using the heat map visu-
alization package. Due to their use of level streaming, the level
geometry would only load based on the location of the camera.
This made viewing the geometry corresponding to the heat map ex-
tremely difficult as the geometry would often not appear when the
Prometheus camera was in the area. This resulted in the developers
learning less than they could have from analyzing the heat maps.

3.3.8 Prometheus Third Iteration. There were several issues dur-
ing the integration phase. First, the move to the plugin was success-
ful, but there was a missed reference that prevented Prometheus
from working immediately when moved to the new project. The
reference was fixed before the plugin was packaged again. Second,
the installation instructions missed the step to include the plugin
module in the build file. The instructions were updated, and spelling
and layout errors were fixed.

Feedback was received for the second time about tying color
thresholds to actual tangible numbers of gameplay events. By re-
searching the method of displaying the heat map and adjusting
internal values, the researcher was able to update the tool to allow
the thresholds to be adjusted by number of events, rather than an
arbitrary value. The numbers are more accurate at lower values
and lose accuracy for larger datasets.

One specific instance prompted somemore changes: according to
the developers’ interpretation of the data, no players died during the
playthroughs. The developers were unclear if that was a problem
with the tool, or if none of the playtesters died. To address this
feedback, a UI box was added to give developers constant access to
the total number of events being displayed, height of the camera,
and the current data type.

In addition to the UI element changes, a hotkey was set up to
cycle between event types, so developers could interact with the
data being displayed when the UI is closed. Camera movement was
also changed to make the speed variable on the UI a percentage of
camera width instead of a constant number. This way the speed

ratio remained constant and did not need to be changed alongside
camera width.

Finally, two bugs were fixed during the iteration. The first bug
appeared after the heat map refreshed, and developers saw the cam-
era moving continuously in a certain direction. This was thought
to be fixed in an earlier iteration, but obviously the solution was
unsuccessful. The second bug was that the render target was miss-
ing a reference to be cleared when the UI was closed, so the heat
map would display even when the camera was closed. Adding the
correct reference fixed the problem.

3.4 Discussion: Reflecting on GUR Industry
Standards

3.4.1 Simple and Specific Tool. Prometheus was focused on an-
swering only the question of ”where” an action occurred in-game
to maintain specificity. To address this question, Prometheus was
designed to handle only positional data. During development there
were many suggestions to include different types of data visual-
ization to address different research questions. These suggestions
were tabled to focus on the simplicity and specificity of Prometheus.
The specificity towards one question allowed development time to
be narrowed to one area.

3.4.2 Heat Maps for Quick and Easy Communication. It became
apparent through research that heat maps are one of the best meth-
ods for communicating positional information. Since Prometheus
was concerned with only positional data, the decision to use heat
maps became trivial. The heat maps were effective at displaying
information quickly and developers liked the visualization method.
The ability to move the heat map camera around the game space
and adjust visualization settings gave users a high level of control
over the visualization of the data.

3.4.3 Combining Qualitative and Quantitative Data. The data
collection package of Prometheus was designed to collect quanti-
tative positional data. Displaying the data using heat maps added
a measure of qualitative data. While the heat map visualization
package does give the data context, more qualitative data in the
form of a survey or a discussion with the playtester would add
significant value to the analysis. This would be a possible addition
to the process surrounding Prometheus, not the tool itself.

3.4.4 Speed of Use and Implementation. The move to a plugin
and the selection of the BFL were made with the industry standard
of speed in mind. Plugins in the Unreal Engine remove much of
the headache of moving assets between projects. They come with
other baggage such as poor documentation and engine version
limitations, but they make the process of distributing the tool much
easier.

3.4.5 Get Working Quickly and Iterate Often. The researcher
got a base version working over the course of a month and spent
the next six weeks iterating on feedback. Changes were made to
improve the tool based on the identified industry standards. The
changes were based on feedback from new users from student game
development teams to improve usability for new users.
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3.4.6 Collect Targeted and Actionable Data. The researcherworked
with designers from three different teams to collect design ques-
tions and hypotheses that could be targeted with data collection.
Prometheus was designed to slot into existing blueprints to cap-
ture the positional information of any gameplay event. Collecting
actionable data sped up the analytics process as the developers
used to Prometheus with a specific goal in mind. The tool helped
designers find the corresponding results quickly. The results were
not always actionable due to a lack of experience generating good
research questions. Accommodating for the lack of experience new
users had writing good research questions is an excellent area for
future research.

4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
The researcher recommends the following best practices as effective
in the realm of tool development in GUR:

• Tools should be simple and specific
• Heat maps are an effective and efficient method of commu-
nicating positional and frequency data

• Focus on ease of use and speed of implementation
• Integrate early and iterate often

However, the process surrounding the usage of the tool could be
improved. Future work should focus on these best practices to
improve GUR tool usage for new users:

• Quantitative data needs qualitative data for context
• Data collected is targeted towards a hypothesis

Over the course of this study, it became apparent that inexperi-
enced game developers, the target users of Prometheus, were lacking
the knowledge to generate effective research questions. Often, data
was collected towards a hypothesis, but Prometheus’s available
positional data was not able to provide actionable data. This could
be solved by creating a set of guidelines to match GUR tools to
relevant user research questions and by further following GUR
best practice 1.2.3, by collecting additional qualitative data such as
open-ended surveys and interviews with playtesters.

Specifically, the guidelines should be a set of heuristics to help
new game developers evaluate research questions and their com-
patibility with the selected GUR tool. An appropriate starting point
for future research is Heather Desurvire’s papers, as she is one of
the the leading researchers for heuristics in the field of GUR [4].
The development of a set of heuristics to evaluate the quality of
a research question or hypothesis would aid new game develop-
ers who are unfamiliar with GUR methods and best practices. For
example, heuristics for Prometheus could be:

(1) This research question can be answered by visualizing where
the gameplay event(s) took place.

(2) This research question can be answered by visualizing the
frequency of the gameplay event(s).

In addition, the application of traditional heuristics to the design
of a GUR tool’s user interface would also be of great assistance to
student and independent developers. Many UI changes were made
in the development of Prometheus, however UI best practices in tool
development were not researched for this project. However, there
is much research focused on the design of a UI for tools in the soft-
ware development sector. Adding the best practices for UI design

would bolster the list of best practices identified in this study. For
future research, UI best practices in usage-centered design design
are collected in the book Software for Use: A Practical Guide to the
Models and Methods of Usage-Centered Design by Larry Constan-
tine and Lucy Lockwood [3]. New developers should focus on the
usage-centered design principles of structure, simplicity, visibility,
feedback, tolerance, and reuse [3].
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